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Abstract
With the increasing dedication and sophistication of spammers, email spam is a persistent problem even today.
Popular social network sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ are not exempt from email spam as they
all interface with email systems. While some report predicts that email spam business is dying due to the
decreasing volume of email spam. Whether email spam business is really dying is an interesting question.
In this paper, we analyze email spam trends on Spam Archive dataset, which contains 5.5 million spam
emails over 15 years (1998 – 2013). We statistically analyze emails contents including header information
(e.g. content type) and embedded items (e.g. URL links). Also, we investigate topic drift using topic modeling
technique. Moreover, we perform network analysis on sender-to-receiver IP routing networks. Our study
shows the dynamic nature of email spam over one and a half decades and demonstrate that the email spam
business is not dying but more capricious.
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1. Introduction
As a method to communicate both for individuals
and businesses everyday, email is also used as an
information management tool [1]. What started primarily as a person-to-person communication medium
has spread widely to one-to-many (e.g. mailing-lists)
and many-to-one (e.g. forwarded traffic) communication medium [2]. As social media has grown dramatically, email also enhances the functionality provided by
them. For instance, users are sometimes given pseudoemail addresses which can be used to receive emails on
the social networks as well as email can sometimes be
used to interact with the social networks using specially
crafted email addresses.
Due to the convenience and popularity of email
system, malicious users also take it as a major target
to launch Denial of Information (DoI) attacks [3].
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Spam pollution is one kind of DoI attacks, which
prevents users from finding non-spam content. Spam
is unsolicited and unrelated content sent to users,
which most commonly is associated with email, but also
applies to several different domains including instant
messaging, websites, and Internet Telephony [4–8].
Spam degrades a user’s experience as, by definition, it
is an annoyance and gets in the way of users consuming
non-spam content.
In August 1998, Cranor et al. [9] described the rapidly
growing onslaught of unwanted email and since then
the volume of spam has grown even more as the amount
of all email sent has grown exponentially. Constituting
an annoyance, email spam has increased to as much as
90% today [10] from approximately 10% of overall mail
volume in 1998, which results in an enormous burden
on the thousands of email service providers (ESPs) and
millions of end users on the Internet [11].
In addition to being on the receiving side of
spam, ESPs need to invest in developing filters to
combat the spammers and likewise spammers evolve
to avoid spam filters. The co-evolution nature of
spammers and spam filters is an “arms-race”, which
has resulted in numerous publications employing
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adversarial strategies to tackle the spam problem [12–
14]. Pu et al. [15] and Fawcett [16] developed techniques
for characterization and measurement of email spam
trends and researchers have also examined other types
of spam including phishing [17] and Web spam [18]. In
addition, Guerra et al. [19] compared the effectiveness
of old and recent filters over old and recent spam to
obtain spam trends on email spam dataset.
In this paper, we investigate the trends of email spam
in terms of content, topics, and sender-receiver network
over 15 years by performing an evolutionary study on
the Spam Archive dataset [20]. We aim to answer the
question of whether the email spam business is dying
(also, as identified by our title). More concretely, we
make the following contributions:
• We perform a long-term evolutionary study on
a large email spam dataset, which includes
statistical analysis, topic modeling and network
analysis.
• We demonstrate the changes of email spam over
time with respect to contents and spammer
behaviors.
• We prove that email spam business is not dying
but is becoming sophisticated by the evolutionary
study on large scale real data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We motivate the problem further in Section 2. Section 4
introduces the Spam Archive dataset used in our
study. Section 5 presents the analysis performed on the
dataset and findings derived from the results. Section 6
discusses the future of email spam business and the
limitations of our study. We talk about related work in
Section 3 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Motivation
The paper is inspired by an article by Kaspersky
labs [21] named “The dying business of email
spam” [22], which stated that “Spam email is on the
wane. And no one on God’s green Earth is going to
miss it”. The conclusions were based on their annual
report [23] citing that the share of spam in email traffic
decreased steadily throughout 2012 to hit a five year
low.
We are excited by the decline in the volume of email
spam but it also raises the question as to whether
the email spam business is dying and will continue to
decline. Besides the volume change, we also consider
the quality of email spam and the impact, which may
be constituting a new trend of email spam business.
For instance, spammers may post email spam in a more
complicated way using spoofed email addresses and
changing email relay servers. Those kind of email spam
may slip away under the inspection of spam filters.
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Thus, it motivated us to investigate the evolution of
email spam using advanced techniques such as topic
modeling and network analysis. We try to find out
the real trend of email spam business through email
content, meta information such as headers, and senderto-receiver network over a long period of time.

3. Related Work
3.1. Email Spam Detection
Email spam detection has been studied by lots
of researchers in different directions. For instance,
Carreras et al. [24] applied boosting trees to filter out
email spam. Wang et al. [25] used heuristic feature
selection techniques to improve the performance of
email spam filtering. Chan et al. [26] co-trained with
a single natural feature set in email classification. Liu
et al. [27] adopted multi-field learning for email spam
classification. Sculley et al. [28] used relaxed online
SVMs for email spam filtering. Besides those machine
learning techniques, more researchers tried other kinds
of detection methods. Attenberg et al. [29] introduced
collaborative email spam filtering with the hashing
trick. Balakumar et al. [30] offered ontology based
classification of email. Dasgupta et al. [31] combined
similarity graphs to enhance email spam filtering. Jung
et al. [32] used DNS black lists and spam traffic to
detect email spam. Ramachandran et al. [33] filtered
email spam with behavioral blacklisting. Clayton et al.
applied extrusion detection in stopping email spam
by observing distinctive email traffic patterns. Xie et
al. [34] provided an effective defense approach against
email spam laundering. Additionally, researchers also
have used email spam to help detecting other types of
spam. For instance, Zhuang et al. [35] developed an
approach to map botnet membership using traces of
spam email. Webb et al. [36] identified an interesting
link between email spam and Web spam and used it to
extract large Web spam samples from the Web. Wang et
al. [37] demonstrated the relationship among different
formats of social spam including user profile spam,
message spam and Web spam, in which message spam
contain email spam.

3.2. Information Retrieval on Email Data
Another focus of researchers is information retrieval on
email data. Bird et al. [38] constructed social networks
of email correspondents to address some interesting
questions such as the social status of different types
of participants and the relationship of email activity
and other activities. McCallum et al. [39] illustrated
experimental study on Enron and academic email
to discover topic and role in social networks from
emails, in which the model builds on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and the Author-Topic (AT) model.
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Culotta et al. [40] presented an end-to-end system
that extracts a user’s social network and its members’
contact information given the user’s email inbox.

3.3. Evolutionary Study of Spam
Research work on evolutionary study of spam is close
to this paper [41, 42]. Pu et al. [15] presented a study
on dataset collected from Spam Archive and focused
on two evolutionary trends: extinction and existence.
Irani et al. [17] studied the evolution of phishing email
messages and classified them into two groups: flash
attacks and non-flash attacks. Wang et al. [18, 43]
compared two large Web spam corpus: Webb spam
corpus 2006 and Webb spam corpus 2011 and shown
the trending of Web spam. Chung et al. [44] and Fetterly
et al. [45] also have done intensive study on evolution
of web spam. Guerra et al. [19] investigated how the
popularity of spam construction techniques changes
when filters start to detect them and determined
automatically techniques that seemed more resistant
than others. The evolution of spamming techniques
shows the increasing sophistication of spammers. Our
work focuses on tactics changes of email spam over time
and inspires more researchers to work on email spam
detection collaboratively.

4. Data Collection
In this section, we introduce the Spam Archive dataset
and show the overview of the dataset used in our study.
Spam Archive dataset [20] is collected by Bruce
Guenter since early 1998 using honey-pot addresses.
The project is still ongoing with monthly releases of
new email spam. Since it provides a continuous longterm email spam data source from a consistent source,
it is an excellent dataset for our investigation into spam
trends. The volume of email messages received over the
15 years is shown in Fig. 1, with the date on the xaxis and log-scale volume of email messages received
per month on the y-axis. From the figure we see that
email spam volume grows steadily over time. For the
spike of email spam during 2006, Bruce Guenter has
attributed this to one of the spam traps having a wildcard address which received increasingly large amounts
of spam which was subsequently disabled after 2006,
since most of the spam was duplicates of other spam
received.
Besides showing the trend of overall volume of email
spam, we also present the volume changes monthly
for different years in Fig. 2, with the month of the
year on the x-axis and the log-scale volume of spam
messages per month on the y-axis. It shows volume
trends over the previous 15 years. The volume of email
spam is not always increasing over time such as the
email spam volume changes during 1999. Some years’
volumes also shows fluctuations over time. For instance,
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Figure 1. Number of email messages (per month) over time

during 2002, the volume first went up in May and
decreased dramatically afterward until July. Several
factors may have contributed to this change such as
new strategies used by spammers (e.g. image spam is
introduced in emails), improved spam filters (e.g. URL
analysis tool is adopted) and even political influence
from governments (e.g. Electronic Communications
and Transactions Act, 2002 [46]). We investigate the
details and potential reasons of these changes in more
detail in the following sections.

Figure 2. Number of email messages in month order for different
years

5. Data Analysis
In this section, we start with content analysis of
Spam Archive dataset, followed by topic modeling and
network analysis.
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5.1. Content Analysis
The two main types of email message content are “Text"
and “Multipart". Messages in type “Text" are simple text
messages while messages in type “Multipart" have parts
arranged in a tree structure where the leaf nodes are any
non-multipart content type and the non-leaf nodes are
any of a variety of multipart types [47]. To have a better
sense of the distribution of main types in email spam,
we show the main type distribution in different years in
Fig. 3.

Figure 4. The distribution of embedded items in email spam over
time

Figure 3. The distribution of main types of message content
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the distribution of two main
types in our dataset changed over time. For instance,
before 2003, more email spam had the message format
in the main type “Text". After that, the two main types
almost occupied the same percentage until 2010. The
new trend is that email spam is using more messages in
main type “Text" (e.g. the percentage of email spam in
main type “Text" is about 80% for the year of 2013).
Next thing we are interested in is the embedded items
in email spam such as HTML web page, images, and
URL links. After scanning all email spam in our dataset,
we present the distribution of embedded items in email
spam over time in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that low percentage of email spam,
which was always less than 5% in our dataset, contained
image attachments. On the contrary, more email spam
had embedded HTML web pages and URL links. But
the percentages of email spam containing HTML web
pages and URL links changed dramatically over time.
Several peaks and valleys appeared over 15 years in
the Fig. 4. For instance, HTML pages had peaks in
2003, 2007, and 2009 and valleys in 2006 and 2008.
While for URL links, peaks appeared in 2004, 2008
and 2012 and valleys appeared in 2006 and 2011. Since
HTML page normally carries URL links, they should
have similar fluctuations along the time. However, we
observe that an exception occurred after 2011. The
percentage of email spam containing HTML web pages
decreased suddenly after 2009. While the percentage
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of email spam containing URL links dropped down
along with HTML web pages until 2011 and it increased
sharply afterwards. One possible reason is that more
URL camouflage techniques, which are quite efficient in
avoiding spam filters, appeared such as shortened URLs
and hidden URLs in recent years. To investigate further
the trend of URL links, we aggregate all URL links on a
yearly basis for email spam that contain URL links and
show the cumulative distribution of URL links in email
spam in Fig. 5 (1998 – 2013).
Fig. 5 shows the number of URL links for the majority
of email spam is below 10. Only a small portion of
email spam have more than 1,000 URL links which may
be embedded in different depths of email messages.
Even though the densities of URL links in email spam
changed variously, email spam contained more and
more URL links over time.
Through the analysis, we obtain the following
observation (Observation I):
• In terms of percentage, very few image embedded
items appear in the email spam. One possible
reason is that email system, such as the Gmail
system, adopts new policy to automatically hide
the images in emails unless user chooses to
display them.
• Email spam contains more text and more URL
links in recent years. Many URL links are
legitimate URL links such as Facebook or Google
official website. Spammers use legitimate URL
attack to avoid detection and increase the cost of
filtering at least since the spam filter needs to go
through all the URL links in email to distinguish
the message from legitimate ones.
In addition to looking into embedded items, we also
investigate the top n-grams in email spam over time.
The tool we used for obtaining n-grams of email spam is
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution of URL links in different years
Perl’s module Text::Ngrams [48]. First, we need to clean
our dataset by filtering out stop words and striping out
HTML tags. And then we calculate top-10 n-grams (n
ranges from 1 to 3) on a monthly basis over 15 years.
Due to space limit, we only list the top-10 n-grams
starting from June 1998 to June 2013, which is shown
in Table 1.
In Table 1, hN i denotes any number sequence. Top10 n-grams set contained different words or word
sequences along the time, showing different topics as
well. For instance, the n-grams set in June 1998 tells us
that the email spam was advertising fake dental services
using attractive words such as “free", “nationwide near",
and “month save average". The n-grams set in June 2003
was about marketing and market leaders leading people
to click external URL links. The n-grams set in June
2008 was about DASS (Defensive Aids Sub System) [49]
which is a fighter system from European countries.
After checking the original email, it is a trap news or
game to attract the email receivers to enter into. The ngrams set in June 2013 was more related to new media
announcement and membership registration. Thus, we
have the observation (Observation II):
• The content of N-gram sets changed over time.
Spammers try to obtain users’ interests by
keeping the content up-to-date and attractive.
Also, frequent changes of contents make email
spam hard to be detected by spam filters based on
content analysis.
Moreover, the differences indicate the topic drift in
email spam over time (e.g. from fake advertising to
fake registration services). To learn more about the topic
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drift of email spam, we will apply topic modeling on the
dataset next.

5.2. Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is defined as a technique that looks
for patterns in the use of words and it is an attempt
to inject semantic meaning into vocabulary, in which
a “topic" consists of a cluster of words that frequently
occur together [50]. The tool we used in our topic
modeling is a machine learning toolkit for language
named “MALLET" [50]. It provides an efficient way
to build up topic models based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation model (LDA) [51].
To simplify the illustration, we set up the number of
topics to 10 in the data processing. After the calculation,
we obtain the word (also called term) lists associated
with topics and topic composition for different months
over time, which is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6.
In Table 2, it shows the topic name and the samples
of the most related terms. After the topic modeling,
we only have the word or term clusters for each
topic which has not been labeled. Based on associated
terms with each topic and experience with email
spam, we label the topics as “Account Information",
“Order Information", “Business News", “Sales News",
“Adult Product", “Software Product", “Official News",
“Free Product", “Medical Product", and “Newsletter"
separately. Due to the space limit, we just list sample
of most related terms for each topic in Table 2.
Fig. 6 shows the topic drift in our dataset. We observe
that the popular topics drifted along the time. Before
2004, the topic “Business News" was the most popular
topic in email spam. After that, the most popular
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Table 1. List of top-10 n-grams every 5 years on a monthly basis (n ranges from 1 to 3)
June, 1998
dental
free
plan
hN i
details
call
please
doctor
dentistry
procedures
plan free
teeth whitening
nationwide near
waiting periods
root canals
details june
dental procedures
canals crowns
doctor locator
polishing fillings
sealants prevent cavities
doctor locator number
crowns dentures braces
problems qualify waiting
month save average
receive optical plan
call hN i please
canals crowns dentures
optical plan free
plan receive optical

June, 2003
hN i
click
email
information
bait
mail
free
message
work
please
hN i hN i
email bait
august hN i
market information
world leader
auction records
remove email
reply message
link work
leader market
hN i hN i hN i
world leader market
leader market information
case link work
demander plus figurer
allow mail removed
removed thank operation
modifier sera effective
message modifier sera
effective coop demander

June, 2008
hN i
euro
dass
online
http
mail
original
super
time
active
hN i hN i
euro euro
super active
active euro
tabs doses
kinder dass
autopilot dass
original stress
stress angst
angst dass
hN i hN i hN i
euro euro euro
active euro euro
super active euro
dass kinder dass
dass autopilot dass
dass dass kinder
autopilot dass dass
original stress angst
kinder dass super

June, 2013
hN i
important
garden
class
email
media
screen
dark
right
registration
hN i hN i
garden hN i
hN i garden
media screen
important media
important important
dark skin
screen class
class important
rights reserved
garden hN i garden
hN i garden hN i
hN i hN i hN i
important media screen
media screen class
important important media
class important media
screen class important
limited become member
become member soon

Table 2. List of topics and associated terms
Topic
Name
Account Information
Order Information
Business News
Sales News
Adult Product
Software Product
Official News
Free Product
Medical Product
Newsletter

Samples of Most Related Terms
email important pass check account address information
click message privacy online policy information address view order receive required
click information price free professional time link business work
price life money make time today offer year online real world women retail deal credit
world price penis back people product degree patch life make great experience enlarge
price professional click software company copy softwares read suite online site office
united states world state national city government international people
online pills price click quality save products email item prices service offer free
generic save price time products medications order pharmacy home service product
mail click email privacy newsletter message receive view offers link subscribed

topic changed more frequently than before. First, the
most popular topic changed to “Software Product" for
around a year. And then it changed back to the topic
“Business News" again. And later on, the most popular
topic changes happened in the following order: “Adult
Product", “Free Product", “Sales News", “Free Product",
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“Newsletter", “Official News", “Order Information",
“Medical Product", and “Account Information". For
each topic, it contains certain features that are attractive
to certain group of users. For instance, topic “Free
Product" is more attractive to users who like free stuff.
Topic “Medical Product" is more attractive to users
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Figure 6. Topic drift in time order (time unit: month)
who need medical service or special medical products.
Topic “Sales News" and “Order Information" are more
attractive to users who like shopping. Meanwhile,
as social media have interfaces with email systems
normally and gain increasing popularity, email spam
which have the content related to social media are
growing rapidly. For instance, by investigating the
content of email messages which belonging to the
recent most popular topic “Account Information", we
observe that a lot of email spam have associations
with social media. One example is that social media
account registration email spam which contains spam
URLs that camouflaged as confirmation URL links.
Another example is social media account notifications.
For example, it informs you that your account has been
changed by someone and needs immediate action to
reset the password, followed by the spam URL links.
Thus, one possible reason why the topic “Account
information" becomes popular is that a lot of spammers
try to impersonate the support team of social media
to steal sensitive information, such as credential and
credit information, or lead users to spam or phishing
web pages for further actions. Thus, we conclude our
observation as follows (Observation III):
• The topic “Business News" dominated in earlier
years while the topic “Account Information" dominates recently. Topic drift happened frequently
between 2004 and 2011. Meanwhile, lots of social
engineering attacks are launched in later email
spam.
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5.3. Network Analysis
Besides content analysis and topic modeling, we also try
to find out the sending behavior changes of spammers
over time through analyzing the routing network
between sender and receiver. Before entering into the
detail of network analysis, we will talk about data
processing and some findings during the process.
For the data processing, we need to process the
headers of email message to obtain the information
about routing between sender and receiver. The headers
which are related to the routing info are “From", “To",
“CC", “BCC" and “Received". The header “From" and
“To" provide the sender and receiver email addresses.
The header “CC" and “BCC" show the recipient lists in
carbon copy and blind carbon copy mode. The header
“Received" contains routing information from sender
and receiver. First, we look into the headers “From" and
“To" and intend to use them to extract the sender-toreceiver network. However, the fact is that we cannot
use them in our study since most of the messages
in the dataset contain forged “From" headers in one
form or another, which is also mentioned in the Spam
Archive dataset homepage. Although “From" header
should not be trusted, we still extract top-10 domains
from the “From" header to find out what are those
popular domains used by spammers to set up social
engineering traps for users. It is hard for users to
recognize fake senders based on senders’ email address
especially when the email address is belonging to the
domains they trust. The list of top-10 domains is shown
in Table 3.
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Table 3. List of top-10 domains
1998
hotmail.com
yahoo.com
msn.com
usa.net
earthlink.net
att.net
aol.com
mailexcite.com
juno.com
prodigy.com
2002
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
aol.com
msn.com
excite.com
link2buy.com
eudoramail.com
flashmail.com
netscape.net
btamail.net.cn
2006
yahoo.co.jp
hotmail.com
mail.ru
0451.com
em.ca
yahoo.com
0733.com
aol.com
infoseek.jp
msn.com
2010
dyndns.org
yahoo.com
homeip.net
untroubled.org
untroubled.org
ezmlm.org
em.ca
comcast.net
gmail.com
pfizer.com

1999
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
aol.com
usa.net
ibm.net
msn.com
iname.com
hotbot.com
bigfoot.com
mailcity.com
2003
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
aol.com
msn.com
artauction.net
earthlink.net
excite.com
artaddiction.com
juno.com
artists-server.com
2007
yahoo.com
dyndns.org
hotmail.com
yahoo.co.jp
paran.com
gmail.com
163.com
msn.com
msa.hinet.net
so-net.ne.jp
2011
yahoo.com
dyndns.org
ymail.com
gmail.com
mail.ru
msn.com
bk.ru
qip.ru
list.ru
aol.com

2000
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
earthlink.net
aol.com
usa.net
excite.com
mail.com
bigfoot.com
email.com
postmark.net
2004
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
msn.com
yahoo.co.kr
aol.com
attbi.com
yahoo.co.jp
excite.com
seznam.cz
netscape.net
2008
dyndns.org
yahoo.com
adelphia.com
hotmail.com
gmail.com
wikipedia.org
earthlink.net
att.net
163.com
cox.net
2012
yahoo.com
garden.md
yahoo.co.jp
ageha.cc
peach.6060.jp
ts5558.com
momoiro.cc
koikoilkoii.com
wakuwaku-happy.net
get-c.com

From Table 3, we observe that several popular email
domains are used by spammers such as “yahoo.com",
“hotmail.com", “msn.com", and “gmail.com". Also some
top domains are related to receiver domains such
as “untroubled.org" and “dyndns.org". It reveals that
spammers were camouflaging themselves coming from
the same domains as the users’ domains. In addition,
some domains in the top-10 list are from countries
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2001
hotmail.com
yahoo.com
excite.com
msn.com
aol.com
btamail.net.cn
earthlink.net
mail.com
pacbell.net
mail.ru
2005
yahoo.com
hotmail.com
msn.com
yahoo.co.kr
gmail.com
yahoo.co.jp
163.com
msa.hinet.net
mail.com
126.com
2009
dyndns.org
homeip.net
untroubled.org
gmail.com
hotmail.com
yahoo.com
untroubled.org
ezmlm.org
em.ca
mail.ru
2013
yahoo.co.jp
li-brooz.jp
yahoo.com
mixi1mega.biz
netstar-inc.co.uk
garden.md
for-dear-2013.mobi
wakuwaku06.info
greemmix.info
docomo.ne.jp

outside US such as “163.com" which is the largest email
service domain in China. In 2013, the top domains list
contains more special domains such as “.biz" which
is intended for registration of domains to be used
by businesses and “.mobi" which is used by mobile
devices for accessing Internet resources via the Mobile
Web. It indicates that spammers were spoofing the
sender addresses targeting business and mobile users.
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Meanwhile, it proves that spammers recognize the
trend of information flow in the Internet and evolve to
take advantage of the trending.
Next, we investigate the header “CC" and “BCC" in
email message to know whether spammers use those
functions to spread email spam. The trends of “CC" and
“BCC" are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Cc and Bcc trends
Fig. 7 shows that spammers used more “CC" and
“BCC" in the early years (1999-2004) and less in the
recent years (2011-2013). One possible reason is that
most spam filters have taken the number of “CC"
and “BCC" as important features to detect spam [52].
Meanwhile, people become alert to email message
which contains a long recipient list in the header “CC"
and “BCC" so that this type of email spam lost markets
gradually.
Thus, we conclude the observation as follows
(Observation IV):
• Fields “FROM" and “TO" cannot be trusted.
Meanwhile, they are used in social engineering
attacks to camouflage email spam as emails from
legitimate domains.
• Spammers use less CC and BCC now. Besides, they
are also easy to be forged. So, they cannot be used
in our network analysis.

Return-path: <sender@senderdomain.tld>
Delivery-date: Wed, 13 Apr 2011 00:31:13
+0200
(3) Received: from mailexchanger.recipient
domain.tld([ccc.ccc.ccc.ccc]) by mailserver.
recipientdomain.tld running ExIM with
esmtp id xxxxxx-xxxxxx-xxx; Wed, 13
Apr 2011 01:39:23 +0200
(2) Received: from mailserver.senderdomain.
tld ([bbb.bbb.bbb.bbb] by mailexchanger.
recipientdomain.tld with esmtp id xxxxxxxxxxxx-xx for recipient@recipientdomain.tld;
Wed, 13 Apr 2011 01:39:23 +0200
(1) Received: from senderhostname [aaa.
aaa.aaa.aaa]} by mailserver.senderdomain.tld
with esmtpa (Exim x.xx) (envelope-from
<sender@senderdomain.tld) id xxxxxxxxxxx-xxxx for recipient@recipientdomain.tld;
Tue, 12 Apr 2011 20:36:08 -0100
Message-ID: <xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxx@senderdomain.
tld>
Date: Tue, 12 Apr 2011 20:36:01 -0100
X-Mailer: Mail Client
From: Sender Name <sender@senderdomain.tld>
To: Recipient Name <recipient@recipientdomain.tld>
Subject: Message Subject
Figure 8. Example of “RECEIVED" field in email header

routing information and construct routing network.
The tool we used in extraction is the email module in
Python [53] and the network analysis tool is the open
source network visualization software Gephi [54].
During the process of extracting networks, we
also collect two extra features: average hops between
sender and receiver and the Geolocation distribution
of sender IP addresses. The list of average hops and
the Geolocation distribution of sender IP addresses over
time are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

Based on observations above, we realize that the
header “From", “To", “CC", and “BCC" are not helpful
in extracting routing network from email spam. To
have a better understanding of the changes in terms
of spammers’ behaviors, we still need to find a way to
extract the real sender and the routing information.
The header “RECEIVED" provides us the routing
information such as hops’ IP addresses between sender
and receiver. Here is one example “RECEIVED" field in
email header shown in Figure 8:
Due to that the “RECEIVED" field is hard to be
forged, we will use it to extract sender-to-receiver IP
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Figure 9. Average hops between sender and receiver
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Figure 10. Geolocation distribution of senders’ IP addresses (in log scale and normalized)
Fig. 9 presents the trend of average hops between
sender and receiver. We observe that the number of
hops was increasing over time. For instance, the average
hops for 1998 was only two while it became almost
eight in 2013. One possible reason is that it increased
the cost for spam filters to detect or trace back the
senders of email spam as spammers used more hops
through intermediate proxies. It also indicates that the
sender-to-receiver network becomes more complicated.
The study of header “Received" finds out the
following observations (Observation V) :
• “RECEIVED" header is hard to be forged since it
is updated along the path from the sender to the
receiver.
• Spammers use more mail exchange services to
avoid detection.
Fig. 10 shows the Geolocation distribution of senders’
IP addresses over time. Due to space limit, we only
present the Geolocation maps every two years based
on the normalized number of IP addresses coming
from different countries. We use the GeoIP service
provided by MaxMind [55] to do the mapping between
IP address and Geolocation. Also, we employ Google
Geo Chart APIs [56] to implement the map drawing.
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The number of IP addresses from different countries
has been put into log scale and then normalized into
the same range from 1 to 100. Also we use green
color to label countries who had the fewest sender IP
address and red color to label countries who had the
more sender IP addresses. White color means that no
sender IP address came from the country. Observing the
maps, we have the following findings in our dataset:
1) the sender IP addresses almost come from all over
the world; 2) United States has the largest number
of sender IP addresses along the past fifteen years;
3) Besides United States, the distribution of sender
IP addresses shows dynamic changes over time. For
instance, the number of sender IP addresses coming
from China kept increasing until 2007 and grew again
in 2013. Also, some countries had sudden increase of
sender IP addresses in particular years. For example,
Canada and France had sudden increase in 2003. India
had sudden increase in 2011. And Japan had sudden
increase in 2013. It indicates that spammers used global
email service servers and also kept changing the traffic
from different countries. Thus, we obtain the following
observation (Observation VI):
• The sender IP addresses come from all over the
world. United States has the largest number of
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Figure 11. Sender-to-receiver routing networks every five years from 1998 to 2013

Figure 12. The trends of nodes and edges from 1998 to 2013
sender IP addressees. Generally, the distribution
of IP addresses changes over time.
For the purpose of better visualization, we remove
those nodes whose degree is lower than certain
threshold. And also due to the space limit, we only
present the network graph every five years (1998, 2003,
2008, and 2013) in Fig. 11. For 1998 and 2003, we
keep the nodes whose degree is greater than 3. While
for 2008 and 2013, we keep the nodes whose degree
is greater than 10. The reason is that too many node
overlaps occur if we choose the threshold 3 for 2008 and
2013.
Fig. 11 shows the sender-to-receiver routing network
based on the IP addresses extracted from email header
“Received". We observe that the complexity of graph
increases explicitly along the time. For 2013, the
routing network has shown much more complicated
than the routing network in 2008. We also draw the
trends of nodes and edges from 1998 to 2013 shown
in Figure 12. In 2008, the number of nodes and edges
reached the peak and later on they were decreasing to
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the valley in 2012. But the number of nodes and edges
increased a lot in 2013. We summarize the observation
as follows (Observation VII):
• Connection network is changing over time.
Networks in recent years are more complicated
than networks in earlier years.
• The number of nodes and edges have a peak value
in 2008 and a valley value in 2012. The new trend
is that they are both increasing.
Next, we extract the networks from our dataset for
each year and use three major metrics to measure the
complexity of them. The three metrics are network
diameter (the longest of all the calculated shortest paths
in a network), average degree (average number of edges
connected to or from one node), and average clustering
coefficient (a measure of degree to which nodes in a
network tend to cluster together). We use those metrics
to show the trend of complexity of email sender-toreceiver connection network. if the values of those
metrics are large, it indicates that the complexity of
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Figure 13. The comparison of three metrics from 1999 to 2013
connection network is high. The result of measurement
is shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13 shows the three metrics comparison from
1999 to 2012. The values of them have the increasing
trend overall but fluctuations existed along the time.
Network diameter became more stable after 2007 and it
is the same for the metrics average degree and average
clustering coefficient. Those metrics kept staying at
high value in terms of complexity of network. Thus, we
have the following observation (Observation VIII):
• The complexity of networks is staying at high
level and has no sign of decrease.

6. Discussion
Our large-scale evolutionary study on email spam
dataset in a long period of time shows the trend of
email spam business. Although the volume of email
spam had a slight drop in recent years, we cannot
conclude that email spam business is dying and email
spam filters have won the battle against spammers.
Through intensive analysis including content analysis,
topic modeling and network analysis, we demonstrated
that the battle is still ongoing and even worse since
spammers become more sophisticated and capricious.
Moreover, our study still have the following limitations
and future work to do.
The dataset we used does not cover all the email spam
over the fifteen years, which may influence the accuracy
of our results, especially for the portion in the early
years such as 1998-2000 that contains small number
of email spam. Also, the bait email addresses used in
data collection may cause some biases in the dataset. For
example, the domain of the email address may result in
that spammers forge their email addresses to the same
domain.
Besides the limitation on dataset, we also have
limitation on our analysis. In the topic modeling
analysis, we set up the number of topics to 10 that
may influence the result of topic modeling . If we
change the number of topics to larger value, the result
may be more accurate and fine-grained. But it should
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not conflict with our conclusion that the topic drift
occurs frequently over time. We will take the finegrained analysis as future work. Additionally, in the
network analysis, we used the study of the header
“Received" to extract sender-to-receiver network. But
we cannot guarantee that no forged information exists
in the header “Received". Spammers also have some
techniques to spoof the header “Received" but the
portion of forged headers is low since it costs spammers
a lot and has certain strict requirements to meet. We
will also look into the further validation work in the
future.

7. Conclusions
Spam Archive dataset, which contains over 5.5 million
email messages from 1998 to 2013, provides research
opportunity for us to explore the real trend of email
spam. In this paper, we performed a long-term (over
15 years) evolutionary study on this large scale email
spam corpus. Content analysis of email spam including
n-grams analysis shows the change of email content
and new attacks from spammers such as legitimate
URL attack and short URL camouflage. It inspires
us to investigate the topic change and complexity of
spamming activities. Thus, we adopted topic modeling
and network analysis techniques to study topic drift
and complexity of sending behaviors of spammers.
For topic modeling on email spam, we clustered the
dataset based on LDA model and categorized them into
ten topics: “Account Information", “Order Information",
“Business News", “Sales News", “Adult Product",
“Software Product", “Official News", “Free Product",
“Medical Product", and “Newsletter" based on the most
related terms associated. The result shows spammers
changed topics over time and those topics are very
attractive to users. We also found out two dominant
topics, “Business News" and “Account Information", in
earlier years and recent years separately. The examples
we gave show that many social engineering attacks
have been launched from spammers. For network
analysis on complexity of spamming activities, we
presented social engineering attacks from spammers
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by observing senders’ domains. After studying the
header “Received", we extracted sender IP addresses
and the sender-to-receiver routing networks from the
dataset. The Geolocation distribution of senders’ IP
addresses shows that spammers employed the servers
all over the world and dynamically switched locations
among different countries. Moreover, we chose three
metrics: network diameter, average degree, and average
clustering coefficient to measure the complexity of
routing networks, showing that the sending behaviors
of spammers are becoming more complicated and
harder to track.
To sum up, we have obtained many new observations
(Observation I-VIII). Those observations show that
email spam business is becoming more sophisticated
along the time and the spammers behind it evolve into
more capricious in the ongoing battle with spam filters.
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